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Comtrol Corporation designs and sells a rugged family of communication gateways known as 
DeviceMasters.  One particular type of DeviceMaster is the DeviceMaster UP, as in “Universal 
Protocol.”  Multiple firmware types can be loaded into the unit, allowing the “DMUP” to handle quite a 
variety of tasks.  This article will focus on one type of task, which is:

Encapsulation of ASCII data into Modbus or EtherNet/IP for easy connection to PLC, SCADA, HMI, or 
other Industrial Protocol Enabled Devices.

In reality, the DeviceMaster UP also does encapsulation of raw ASCII data into Profinet IO, but for 
the sake of brevity this exercise will only include EtherNet/IP and Modbus.  Here are two diagrams 
showing general connectivity within the two protocols via a DeviceMaster UP.

Here is a diagram showing a 4 Port DeviceMaster UP with Modbus/TCP Firmware.

And here is a similar diagram for our EtherNet/IP firmware:



As the general diagrams indicate, a variety of devices may be interconnected using DeviceMaster UP 
gateways running these firmware builds.  As an exercise to explore some capabilities of Beijer’s HMI 
programming software, and as a demonstration for internal training, select pieces of live hardware 
were chosen to be connected using two different protocols in two different DeviceMaster UP chassis.  
For this demonstration, a Gyphon barcode scanner and a SICK MLG Light Grid are connected to an 
Allen Bradley MicroLogix 1100 and a Beijer iX touchscreen HMI (simulated with actual iX Developer 
software which allows a user to program configurations in a ready to deploy format that executes on a 
normal PC monitor during programming stage.)

Description of some important components:

The Gryphon barcode scanner is a traditional handheld, manually-triggered barcode scanner of the 
sort often seen in retail or warehouse settings.  It has an RS232 DB9 interface that runs at 9600 Baud 
with 8 data bits, no parity, and 1 stop bit.  (This common Serial parameter set is often referred to in 
shorthand as “9600 8N1”.)  Each trigger pull produces a raw ASCII data packet at the Serial port.
 
The SICK MLG Light Curtain consists of two bars, with invisible light beams travelling from one bar 
to the other.  When they are properly aligned and there is no objects in between them, a raw ASCII 
data feed consisting of “00” (30h 30h) is sent multiple times per second.  If one or more beams are 
interrupted, the ASCII data stream emanating from the RS485 Serial (9600 8N1) connection on 
the device changes according to which beam(s) are interrupted.  This capability is useful for object 
profiling, intrusion detection, and safety among other things.

The Allen Bradley MicroLogix 1100 Programmable Logic Controller is a “brick” style PLC, with 
Power supply, Processor, communication ports, terminal wiring strips for hard wired IO, and a basic 
LCD display all integrated into one enclosure.  The PLC is (remotely) programmed using Rockwell 
Automation’s RSLogix 500 software.  The PLC has an Ethernet port and an 8 pin mini DIN serial port 
which can be converted to the popular DB9 using an interface cable.  For this demonstration the serial 
port was unused; The Ethernet port was used for programming the PLC via RSLogix 500, and also for 
Class 3 EtherNet/IP communications with the DeviceMaster UP and the Beijer HMI. 

Beijer Electronics Group of Sweden produces a rugged family of touchscreen HMI units called the “iX” 
series.  In lieu of purchasing the actual touchscreen hardware at this exploratory stage, it was decided 
to use a trial copy of “iX Developer” software, which allows the user to build screens that would be 
deployable on genuine Beijer iX hardware- but also can run an emulated interface on an ordinary PC.

The Beijer HMI natively supports a large variety of end devices via its extensive driver library.  I 
decided to connect the Gryphon barcode scanner to the serial port of a DeviceMaster UP running 
Modbus/TCP firmware, which would convert the Serial raw ASCII data stream from the scanner into 
Modbus TCP.  (The DMUP can run in master or slave mode, which gives flexibility in hooking up 
to different devices that may only support one or the other.)  In this case, the HMI was set up as a 
Modbus TCP slave so I configured the gateway as master.   Next, I configured several data tags in iX 
Developer to manage the information being written by the gateway into Modbus holding registers in 
the HMI.  These same data tags are used to bring live data to the graphic screen elements configured 
on the screen.



The path was now as follows:

[Gryphon][DB9]
|
|

raw ASCII
|
↓

[DB9][DMUP][RJ45]
|
|

Modbus TCP
|
↓

HMI MBTCP Slave Driver
↓

HMI Data Tags
↓ 

Graphic objects on Screen

For the SICK light curtain, I plugged the Serial RS485 raw 
ASCII data stream into the serial (terminal screw) wiring block 
on the DeviceMaster UP and configured the unit to use “write 
to tag” mode.  In this mode, the gateway takes any incoming 
ASCII packets, encapsulates them as explicit EtherNet/IP 
messages, and sends them to the IP address specified (that 
of the PLC) right after the ASCII packet shows up on the 
gateway’s serial port.  This method provides minimal latency 
and usage of bandwidth on the network.  Packets are written 
directly into the specified registers in the MicroLogix 1100 
with no special programming of the PLC needed.  Of course, 
handling of the data once it has been received INTO the 
unit is dependent on what code you choose to write, but the 
data shows up effortlessly.  In the HMI, an EtherNet/IP driver 
specific to the Allen Bradley hardware was selected, and this 
allowed me to easily stream light curtain data into tags in the 
Beijer iX Developer.

Diagram of Equipment important to the above configuration:

The total system now looked like this:



Now that I had all the background plumbing in place, I produced several JPEGs of the light curtain 
showing objects of different sizes in different positions within the grid.  iX Developer has a “multi-
picture” tool that allows one to place and size a graphic on the screen; It allows you to specify which 
JPEG to display for any given value (or range) of a specific data tag, so I tied the light curtain output 
to a multipicture and using a look up table I ended up with a realistic real time animation of any 
interruption of the beams in the light curtain. 

Taking my (cylindrical) coffee mug and sliding it through the light curtain produces an animation like 
this (depicted as a series of stills):

The path was now as follows:

[SICK Light Grid][RS485 Terminals]
|
|

raw ASCII
|
↓

[RS485 Terminals][DMUP][RJ45]
|
|

EtherNet/IP explicit msgs
|
↓

[RJ45][AB MicroLogix 1100][RJ45]
|
|

EtherNet/IP explicit msgs
|
↓

[ HMI AB MicroLogix driver]
↓

HMI Data Tags
↓ 

Graphic objects on Screen

The (simulated) Beijer HMI can run multiple 
drivers at once, allowing me to stream data to it 
via Modbus TCP and EtherNet/IP.  The light grid 
data comes to the display by the following path:

All this data, together on the screen, looks like this:



If I activate our “Dual Connect” feature and use the Application TCP connections, I can see the data 
streams without protocol encapsulation using TCP/IP analysis tools, as shown here running on top of 
the HMI screen.

The Putty session shows the raw ACSCII output of the barcode scanner (ported to a TCP socket by 
the DeviceMaster so that it’s accessible from the PC.)  The other open applications are TCP Test Tool 
and RSLogix 500.  The TCP Test Tool window shows the ASCII data over TCP data stream from the 
Light Curtain (again the data is moved from the Serial output of the light curtain to a TCP socket by 
the DMUP.  The DMUP can take a Serial raw ASCII data packet and encapsulate it to Modbus TCP 
while also sending it over a different TCP connection as raw ASCII data.)  The “Data File” window is a 
little pop up from RSLogix 500 showing the memory registers (in the N:10 block) that are being directly 
written into whenever a new packet emanates from the light curtain to be converted to EtherNet/IP at 
the DeviceMaster UP.

Having successfully exercised all of these options and feeling rather content with myself, I then 
committed my first major mistake and learned a lesson about the ineffectiveness of an office cubicle 
as an environment in which to secure valuable goods.  To be specific, I held on my person a banknote 
backed by the full faith and credit of the United States of America, legal tender for all debts public and 
private, with a face value of no less than FIVE US Dollars.  Incredibly, I would decide to place this 
asset at risk later the same day- with only the following scant few measures to protect it.  I decided to 
write some extra PLC logic comparing the light curtain input to its known zero state.  The zero state 
is present when no light beams are interrupted (i.e. no objects are detected in the light field between 
the bars.)  In this state, the communications chip at the Serial port of the SICK MLG reports ‘00’ ‘00’… 
continuously, multiple times per second.  In hexadecimal this is 30h 30h… and as one (concatenated 
into one string and converted) integer, it’s 12336.  So I continuously compared the Light Grid input 
arriving from the DeviceMaster at PLC register N10:2 to the known zero state value, 12336.  Anytime 
it was NOT equal to 12336, I set an output to the ON state.  This output was a relay (dry contact,) so I 
simply wired an alarm circuit across this output and I now had a rudimentary light grid based security 
alarm!



I placed the light grid flat on my desk.  There was a space approximately 1.5 cm high between the 
invisible light beams and the surface of the desk.  After aligning the bars approximately parallel to 
each other so that the beams would line up (emitter to sensor so to speak,) I fooled around for a while 
by placing various objects in the grid and setting off the alarm.  Hands, highlighters, coffee mugs, 
even a Kleenex box- generally since I knew where the five beams were distributed along this roughly 
18 inch field- I could cause any of those to sound the alarm.  Then I had an unfortunate thought:  
What if I place some hard currency just under the light grid on the desk?  It was at this point that I 
rashly decided to challenge some fellow Comtrol employees to steal my money.  Though most were 
defeated, some creative “cheating” methods were deployed and I was dismayed at the result.

It turns out the gaps between the beams were pretty easy to exploit, and though the alarm stopped 
many an attempt, some made it through.  One conniving thief simply stooped down low and blew 
a stream of air through pursed lips to push the money right off the desk out from under the light 
grid.  Another used a thin object passed under the beams to spirit away my hard earnings.  And as 
I stood there and watched my colleagues methodically drive me toward destitution, I realized that 
a demonstrative exercise whipped up in an office cubicle to test  “Encapsulation of ASCII data into 
Modbus or EtherNet/IP for easy connection to PLC, SCADA, HMI, or other Industrial Protocol Enabled 
Devices” should NEVER be mistaken for a well secured bank vault.  
Ah well, maybe next time I’ll order one of the many light grids with more beams, or one that’s even 
better suited for this type of security like the SICK LMS- or I’ll build an actual enclosure designed for 
security instead of using a standard office desk.  Even with the existing 5 beam light curtain, placing 
the money at the bottom of a heavy vessel the size of a 5 gallon bucket – with the grid guarding 
the mouth- would have been highly effective. Maybe I’ll get the bars perfectly parallel for maximum 
sensitivity, and then bolt them in place.  Maybe next time.


